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Abstract

Most of the authentication and digital signature protocols assume the existence of a trusted third party
either as an authentication server or certification authority. However, such servers and authorities create
both security and fault intolerance bottlenecks within the protocols. This problem can be solved by
combining a secret sharing scheme with authentication and digital signature protocols. This paper
describes the difficulties to combine a secret sharing scheme with the authentication and digital signature
protocols and proposes a draft solution.

1. Introduction

Computer network security addresses several problems, namely data secrecy, integrity, authentication
and digital signature problems. Data secrecy and integrity are the problems of secret and reliable data
communication between two communicating entities. On the other hand, authentication and digital
signatures deal with the identity proof among the users of the network. Authentication only allows
identity proof to the peer entity, whereas digital signatures allow identity proof to anyone.

The authentication and digital signature schemes that are developed so far [1-8] require a third
party server which is blindly trusted by all of the communicating entities. In the authentication systems
[1,2,5], the trusted third party is realized as an authentication server via which the authentication
messages pass through. However, in the digital signature systems [4,7,8], the trusted third party is an
authority which certifies the identity of some entities of the network. The certifications issued by this
authority can be used multiple times. Nevertheless in either case, the users must trust the proper
behavior of the authentication servers and certification authorities. However, the compromise of them
may cause some fatal problems and those problems affect all of the network users. This problem is
called the �trusted third party� problem.

In this paper, it is suggested that the �trusted third party� problem can be solved by combining
a public key based digital signature protocol with the concept of �secret sharing�. There are several
secret sharing schemes [9-14], but unfortunately they are not directly applicable in an authentication and
digital signature scheme, because they require honest secret dealer, honest secret recovery unit, called
combiner, and more importantly, require private and authentic communication channel between the
dealer and shareholders, and between the shareholders and the combiner. However, one cannot assume
such requirements in an authentication and digital signature scheme with no single trusted third party.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the authentication
and digital signature protocols. Section 3 presents the �trusted third party� problem. The concept of
�secret sharing� together with its applications are explained in Section 4. The problems of adopting
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secret sharing in authentication and digital signature protocols and a proposed draft solution are given in
Section 5. Section 6 is the conclusions.

2. Authentication and Digital Signature Systems

Authentication is the process in which an entity proves his/her identity to the peer entity. If the
communication is authentic, then the receiver can satisfy himself that the sender is actually who he
claims to be. However, the receiver cannot prove this fact to a third person. This dispute can be resolved
by digital signatures. A digital signature is a piece of information that is sent along with the message and
can be generated only by the sender. Everyone (including the receiver) can verify this digital signature
and make sure about the origin of the message. By this way, the sender cannot later repudiate sending
the message. Therefore, non-repudiation is achieved by digital signatures. There are two types of
authentication and digital signature systems: private key based systems and public key based systems.

The private key based systems such as Kerberos [1,2] can be used only for secrecy and
authentication support. They cannot support non-repudiation and digital signatures because of the
nature of the cryptographic schemes used.

In public key cryptography, the keys can be used for both encryption and digital signature
purposes. Therefore, public key based systems support secrecy, authentication and digital signatures.
Diffie and Hellman are the first who described such a system [15]. Public key based authentication and
digital signature protocols are standardized by International Telecommunications Union (ITU) standard
recommendation X.509, The Directory - Authentication Framework [8].

2.1. The Wrong Public Key Problem and the Certification Mechanism

One of the most important problem of the public key based authentication and digital signature
protocols is to get the correct public key of a user. The public keys can be obtained by everyone.
However to do this, there should be some places to get those public keys, because otherwise everyone
should know each other�s public key, which is not a feasible approach. Therefore, some public key
repositories are required. Moreover, these repositories should not work only in read-only manner,
because the users should reach there to publish their public keys also. Thus, an hostile intruder can
easily replace the public key of a user with his/her public key. This situation causes impersonation.
Another outcome of using an incorrect public key is a denial of service attack in signature verification.
In order to avoid those problems, certification mechanism can be used. In this mechanism, a public key
is signed with some other person's private key. This signature is called the �certification� and the owner
of the private key is called the �certifier� or the �Certificate Authority (CA)�. By this way, if the verifier
knows the public key of the certifier, then it can verify the correctness of the signed public key. In this
approach, the certifier should be mutually trusted both by the public key owner and the verifier.
Especially in large networks like the Internet, there should be a way of clustering the users and the
certifiers. The ITU standard recommendation X.509, The Directory - Authentication Framework [8],
proposes such a clustering. This is actually a tree hierarchy of users and CAs. In this hierarchy,
certification should be issued by authorized servers, namely CAs. Each node issues certification to its
children and each node trusts its parent nodes until the root.

3. Remaining Problem: Authentication Server/Certificate Authority

Reliability

The common problem for all of the authentication and digital signature protocols the reliability on
authentication servers (for the private key based protocols) and CAs (for the public key based
protocols). In all of the protocols, there is an assumption that authentication servers or CAs are trusted
such that they never fail and nobody can compromise them. However, in real life, this assumption does
not make sense. Although such servers are kept physically secure, there is still a chance for an intruder
to block the proper operation. The problem of reliability on authentication servers and CAs can be
examined in two aspects. These are fault intolerance and security.

Fault intolerance occurs due to a failure on the server or failure on the communication links
towards the server. This problem is more severe in the private key based systems than the public key
ones. Because in the private key systems, the authentication server is an active entity of the protocol and
unavailability of this server causes to stop the whole process. However, in public key based systems the



job of the CAs is just to issue certificates. Unavailability of a CA can only cause not to issue new
certificates, but the normal operation can continue with old certificates. Therefore, the public key based
systems are more fault tolerant than the private key based systems.

Security problems occur if the private key of an authentication server or a CA is compromised.
In a private key based system, if the key of the authentication server is compromised, then the intruder
can get authenticated access to any server which trusts the compromised authentication server. When
this compromise is sensed, the system can be restored by changing the key of the authentication server.
In a public key based system, an intruder can create valid but spoofing certificates by getting the private
key of a CA, and can impersonate any user which trusts the compromised CA by using these
certificates. Once this compromise is sensed, all of the certificates that are issued by this CA must be
revoked recursively towards to the leaves of the hierarchy. This is actually a very expensive process. If
the private key of the top level authority is compromised, then all of the certificates of the system should
be revoked. The revoked certificates create a security bottleneck in the system. Therefore, the public key
based systems are less secure than the private key based systems. Moreover, the hierarchical structure of
a public key based system may cause another trust problem, that is some competing companies or
enemy countries may not want to trust a common authority. Nevertheless, everyone should trust the top
level authority in a public key based system.

3.1. Some Basic Server Replication Schemes

In order to improve the fault tolerance and security of the authentication and digital signature systems,
some basic server replication schemes are devised. An authentication server or a CA can be replicated
such that each copy of the server can act as an authentication server or a CA. In this scheme, if a server
is faulty, then one of the replicated ones can play the role of it. Thus, the system becomes fault tolerant.
Moreover, such a scheme improves the performance of the system by regulating the network traffic
towards the authentication servers and CAs. The Kerberos authentication protocol [1,2] uses such a
server replication scheme. There are two drawbacks of this mechanism. One of them is the possible data
inconsistencies in the replicated servers. Second problem is the requirement of a physical protection for
all of the replicated servers. In this scheme, the risk of server compromise is multiplied by the total
number of replicated servers. Therefore, the security of the whole system is weakened.

Another replication scheme can be devised by giving some shares of the secret keys to each
copy of the servers. In this scheme, the replicated servers should collaborate to obtain the actual secret
keys. This scheme improves the security by the total number of servers. However, the system becomes
more fault intolerant, because if one of the replicated servers is not available, then the whole system
becomes unavailable.

As can be seen from the above two replication schemes, there is a tradeoff between the fault
tolerance and security. Improving one degrades the other. Actually, the above replication schemes are
extreme cases to improve the security and fault tolerance of the authentication servers or the CAs. There
are some intermediary solutions to improve one without degrading the other too much. Those solutions
are based on the concept of secret sharing. By employing a secret sharing scheme in an authentication
and digital signature system, the authentication servers or the CAs can be replicated in a more flexible
manner, such that several machines share the secret, but in case of the unavailability of a machine,
another one can replace it. Unfortunately, to combine a secret sharing scheme with authentication and
digital signature systems is not so straightforward, there are several problems to overcome. The next
section describes the secret sharing concept and its applications. The problems of constructing the target
system by combining the secret sharing schemes with the authentication and digital signature protocols
will be given in the subsequent section.

4. Secret Sharing

Secret sharing can be defined as a protocol in which a dealer distributes some shares of a secret among a
set of participants (shareholders) such that some authorized subsets of them can recover the secret, while
others cannot. There are several proposed secret sharing schemes until now. The first secret sharing
scheme is developed by Shamir in 1979 [9]. There is significant mathematical theory behind the secret
sharing concept. A group of the proposed schemes depends on coding theory and linear analysis



[11,13,14], but there are some other schemes based on number theory, complexity theory, numerical
analysis and calculus [9,10,12,20].

4.1. Definitions and Types

In a secret sharing system, the set of the subsets of the shareholders, that are allowed to restore the
secret, is called the access structure. Threshold schemes constitutes an important part in secret sharing
systems. Threshold schemes allow any access structure with k or more participants among all
shareholders to recover the secret, but k-1 or less shareholders cannot have any information about the
secret. The threshold value k can be any value between 1 and n, where n is the total number of
shareholders. The secret sharing studies have started by devising threshold schemes, therefore the first
(actually most of the) secret sharing schemes are threshold schemes [11,12,13,14,20].

Most of the secret sharing schemes support some extra features which become important in
some applications. In verifiable secret sharing schemes, the shareholders can make sure that the shares
are legitimate, but to achieve this, extra message rounds are necessary and this makes the system
complicated. Rabin proposed a verifiable secret sharing scheme which tolerates the dishonesty of the
secret dealer [12]. Blundo et.al. proposed a secret sharing scheme which provides veto capabilities to a
set of privileged shareholders [11]. Cachin has developed a scheme which also supports on-line
enrollments and disenrollments of participants [10]. Moreover, some of the systems support sharing of
multiple secrets [10,13,20]. However, all of these extra features make the systems more complex in both
time and space.

4.2. Applications of Secret Sharing in Computer Networks Security

In the literature, there are novel ideas based on secret sharing to make the network security protocols,
such as key distribution, private communication, authentication and digital signatures, more reliable
[16-19]. Some of those works are explained briefly below.

4.2.1. Gong's Authentication Protocol

The authentication protocol developed by Gong [18] is the first and only work which combines the
secret sharing concept with authentication. Gong's system cares about both fault tolerance and security.
Gong's system is based on Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol [5]. In the original Needham-
Schroeder protocol, there is a trusted authentication server. Gong has replicated this authentication
server using the Shamir's secret sharing system. The secret shared is actually the session key which is to
be used for the communication between the server and the receiver. In the Gong's system, the
communicating parties decide on the session key collectively, since the replicated authentication servers
are not trusted. However, in classical systems, like the Needham-Schroeder protocol, the authentication
server is the session key generator.

4.2.2. RSA Multisignature

Frankel and Desmedt have proposed a way to generate signatures with more than one signers [19]. This
multisignature scheme is an extension of the RSA algorithm [6]. Moreover, it is a threshold
cryptosystem, that is, in this scheme, the combiner is not necessarily trusted. In this scheme, the
combiner is supposed to generate a multisignature. In Frankel and Desmedt�s multisignature system,
each group has one private/public key pair. The private key is shared among the group members. This
sharing is done using the Shamir's secret sharing scheme [9] only once at the beginning. When the group
wants to co-sign a message, each group member creates a partial result and the combiner uses these
partial results, the message to be signed and the public key to generate the signature. The most
important point here is the fact that, the combiner is unable to extract the private key from the partial
results and it is able to generate the signature for the message. Therefore, the combiner may or may not
be honest. Moreover, the group members generate the partial results from their shares, thus they do not
need to know the private key of the group. The signature generated by the combiner is the same as the
signature that would be created using the group's private key. Therefore, anyone who knows the
corresponding public key can verify the signature. In order to create a valid signature, at least a
threshold amount of group members (shareholders) should reveal their partial results to the combiner.
Less than a threshold amount of group members cannot co-sign a message correctly.



4.2.3. The Omega Public-Key Management Protocol

Reiter has proposed a cryptographic key management service, called Omega, for public key systems
[16]. This service is an application of the Rampart toolkit [17]. In this service, clients can register,
retrieve and revoke the public keys on the servers. The system also provides key escrowing, which means
to use the private key of a user by an authorized person in case of unavailability of the key holder or
when the key is forgotten by its owner. In the omega system, each user has a share of other users' private
keys in order to reconstruct it whenever an escrow is necessary. In an ordinary key escrow system, the
combiner learns the escrowed private key after the reconstruction. The omega system solves this
problem by employing the threshold cryptography concept of Desmedt [21]. By using threshold
cryptography, the shares of the escrowed private key are not revealed to the combiner directly, but it has
enough information to decrypt a specific message which is encrypted using the corresponding public
key, and the combiner will never learn the private key.

The omega system also provides some facilities to avoid the users getting wrong responses and
messages from faulty servers. This is done by using the state-machine-replication scheme in which the
clients determine the correct response by checking the responses from identically replicated servers and
accepting the response which has been sent by the majority of these replicated servers.

5. Combining Secret Sharing with Authentication and Digital Signature

Protocols to Minimize the Reliability on Trusted Third Parties

The concept of secret sharing can be used to minimize the reliability on the authentication servers and
the certification authorities in a flexible manner. This can be done by distributing the shares for the
secret keys of the authentication servers and the certification authorities among several shareholders. By
this way, the shareholders in the access structure can come together for processing with the secret keys.
Although several secret sharing schemes exist, none of them is suitable to construct such an
authentication and digital signature protocol because of some common problems of the secret sharing
schemes which are given below.

5.1. Problems

Firstly, in a generic secret sharing scheme, there is a secret holder which actually generates the shares
and distributes them to the shareholders. This entity is also called the distributor. In the target system,
since the minimization of the reliability on the authentication servers and certification authorities is
essential, any server or authority should not know any critical information. A distributor can trust
himself/herself, but an authentication and digital signature protocol, which aims to minimize the
reliability on the trusted servers, cannot. This problem is called the �Trusted Distributor� problem.
Although Rabin has proposed a secret sharing system in which the dealer may be cheater, it is too
complicated and requires private channels and authentic broadcasting [12]. Moreover, in secret sharing
systems, the shareholders should reveal their shares to a commonly known combiner in order to restore
the secret. This combiner reconstructs the secret and naturally learns it. As can be seen easily, this
situation is also not suitable for the target system, because anybody should not know anything about any
critical information. This problem is called the �Trusted Combiner� problem.

Moreover, all of the secret sharing schemes either do not specify the share distribution protocol
or assumes authentic channels between the secret holder (also called the share distributor) and the
shareholders. Sometimes, authentic bulletin boards are necessary for read-only public access [10]. The
same situation is also valid for the communication between the shareholders and the combiner. Such
conditions make impossible the usage of a secret sharing scheme directly in an authentication and digital
signature protocol to share the secret keys of the authentication servers and the certification authorities,
because one cannot assume such an authentic communication medium prior to actual authentication.
This problem is called the �Authentic/Private Channel Problem�. In order to solve this problem, the
shares should be distributed securely prior to authentication and this distribution should be a part of the
authentication and digital signature protocol. Moreover, the combiner should make sure about the
legitimacy of the shares that it gets from the shareholders.

Another common disadvantage of the secret sharing schemes is the complexity of them. In
order to use such a scheme in a networking environment, it should not create enormous and intolerable
delays. However, most of them, especially the ones which provide extended capabilities like veto,



dynamic enrollment and disenrollment, are so complex to embed in an authentication and digital
signature protocol.

In the target system, the authentic/private channel, trusted distributor and the trusted combiner
problems should be solved without creating enormous delays due to the complexities of the secret
sharing schemes.

The combiner problem, which has been explained above, has been realized by some other
researchers also. However, most of them examined the trusted combiner problem for general
cryptosystems. Desmedt was the first which has examined that problem. His solution is named as
threshold cryptography [21] which is different from threshold secret sharing schemes. Threshold
cryptography is a non-interactive system, therefore the share distribution and reconstruction are assumed
to be done via private channels. In this system, the power of reconstruction the secret is shared among
the shareholders and the combiner is not assumed to be honest. The systems which are based on
threshold cryptography are called threshold cryptosystems. Desmedt's original solution was based on
Reed-Solomon codes. Later he and some other researchers have developed some other threshold
cryptosystems [21,19]. The usage of the threshold cryptography may solve the combiner problem, but in
order to develop an authentication and digital signature protocol with limited reliability on the
authentication servers and the certification authorities, two more problems must be solved: the trusted
distributor and the authentic/private channel problems.

In the literature, only one authentication protocol, which uses secret sharing to minimize the
reliability on the authentication servers, exists. This is the Gong�s authentication system [18] which
solves the authentic/private channel, trusted distributor and the trusted combiner problems. It solves the
trusted distributor and the trusted combiner problems by distributing the session key generation and
reconstruction power between the sender and the receiver. The Gong's system solves the problem of
authentic/private channels by employing a cross-checksum mechanism. The Gong's system is based on
private key cryptosystem (DES). It is not so straightforward to adopt it to a public key system, because
the keys of a public key system should obey some rules and they cannot be chosen in a collective manner
by applying a predefined function to the candidate keys. The most important problem of the Gong's
authentication protocol is that, it does not support digital signatures and therefore, it does not solve the
non-repudiation problem. However, this problem must be solved in the target system.

The Frankel and Desmedt multisignature scheme [19] has some drawbacks also. First of all,
the shares for the private key are generated by a trusted distributor. Therefore, the distributor problem
exists in this scheme. Another big problem with this multisignature scheme is the authentic/private
channel problem, that is the requirement of private and authentic channels between the distributor and
the shareholders, and between the shareholders and the combiner. In the Omega system [16], the trusted
distributor and the authentic/private channel problems also exist. In this scheme the shares are created
and distributed by the key owner. This distribution is done via private channels. However, an
authentication and digital signature protocol, which aims to minimize the trust on the authentication
servers and certification authorities, cannot assume such trusted key owners and authentic channels.

5.2. Proposed Draft Solution to the Trusted Third Party Problem

The reliability on some dedicated servers is the general characteristic of all kind of authentication and
digital signature protocols. This situation may cause fault intolerance and security problems, because
the unavailability of such servers causes the whole system blocked, and compromise of them means the
compromise of all of the users who trust the servers.

On the other hand, digital signature systems are more powerful than the authentication
systems, because the digital signatures support both authentication and non-repudiation. Non-
repudiation is necessary for applications like electronic commerce, digital cash, private electronic mail,
banking applications, electronic voting. An efficient digital signature system should be based on public
key cryptography, because otherwise all of the messages should pass through the trusted server and this
is an enormous overhead for the system. The X.509 recommendation proposes good public key based
solutions to the digital signature problem.

The aim of this work is to give some ideas and to address the problems of constructing a
security system which supports authentication and digital signatures by minimizing the trust on the
certification authorities. The X.509 protocols for digital signatures can be used in this system , but the



trust on the certification authorities should be minimized. The certification authorities are trusted only
for certification issuance. Therefore, a joint certification issuance method improves the security of the
system. In this system, the trust should be distributed over several certification authorities. A secret
sharing scheme can be employed for this purpose. But, all of the secret sharing systems have three
common disadvantages to apply directly in the target system. These are the trusted distributor, trusted
combiner and the private/authentic channel problems. In the target system, there is no tolerance to any
trusted party and the existence of an authentic channel cannot be assumed prior to actual authentication.
There are some systems which overcomes one or two of these problems [19,21,17,16,18], but there is no
system which solves all of these three problems. In the target system, these problems should be solved by
adding some extra features to the protocol as well as by using secret sharing.

In the target system, the object to be shared will be the power of generating new certificates, so
the private keys of the CAs should not be known by anyone. Therefore (i) the private keys of the CAs
should be generated in a collective manner among the shareholders, so that there will not be any owner
of the private key of any CA. This will be the solution to the trusted distributor problem. (ii) The private
keys of the CAs should not be revealed to anyone for certificate issuance. The concept of threshold
cryptography [21] can be used here. This will be the solution to the trusted combiner problem.
Moreover, in order to solve the authentic/private channel problem, the messages sent should be verified
by checking some redundant information added to the protocol. A similar approach has been used by
Gong [18].

Since the target system will be based on X.509, the certification authorities will have an
hierarchical and distributed structure. Moreover, the target system will be based on public key
cryptography in order to support digital signatures, but encryption/decryption in public key
cryptosystems are too costly. An hybrid method and hash functions can be used to improve the
performance of the system.

6. Conclusions

Most of the authentication and digital signature protocols assume the existence of a trusted third party,
but compromise or unavailability of this party causes some security and fault intolerance problems. In
this paper, the problems of solving the trusted third party problem are explained and a draft solution is
proposed. The details are left as further research topics.
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